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ABSTRACT

This application report describes the set-up and expected performance when using the CC2640 in external regulator mode together with the TPS62740. Although this application report focuses on the CC2640 and Bluetooth® Smart applications, the solutions provided are also applicable for the entire CC26xx family and its supported protocols. Note that waveforms and power consumption measurement results presented in this application report may not be up to date with the latest software optimizations.
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Introduction

The SimpleLink CC2640 [1] uses an internal DCDC and LDO to achieve ultra-low power consumption when operated in normal mode. For systems with power supplies outside the CC2640 operating range or complex systems that include external peripherals running on different voltage levels than the CC2640, adding an external regulator may be necessary. Using the CC2640 external regulator mode with TPS62740 is a good choice for these systems.

The CC2640 is an ultra-low power wireless MCU targeting Bluetooth Smart applications and is a member of the CC26xx device family. The CC26xx wireless MCU platform System-on-Chips (SoCs) are optimized for ultra-low power, while providing fast and capable MCU systems to enable short processing times and high integration. This makes the CC2640 a good choice for a wide range of applications where long battery lifetime, small form factor, and ease of use is important. Very low active RF- and MCU current and low-power mode power consumption provides excellent battery lifetime and allows operation on small coin cell batteries and in energy-harvesting applications.

The TPS62740 [2] is industry’s first step down converter featuring typical 360 nA quiescent current. The new DCS-Control-based device extends the light load efficiency range below 10 µA load currents, thus making it a good match to support sleep and low power modes of the CC2640. TPS62740 supports output currents up to 300 mA, TPS62742 up to 400 mA. TPS6274x features low output ripple voltage and low noise with a small output capacitor. Once the battery voltage comes close to the output voltage (close to 100% duty cycle) the device enters no ripple 100% mode operation to prevent an increase of output ripple voltage. The device then stops switching and the output is connected to the input voltage. This makes it a good fit for RF applications.

1.1 Acronyms and Definitions

Table 1. Acronyms and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLE</td>
<td>Bluetooth Low Energy (Bluetooth® Smart)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCS-Control</td>
<td>Direct Control with Seamless Transition into Power Save Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVM</td>
<td>Evaluation Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDO</td>
<td>Low-Dropout regulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCU</td>
<td>Microcontroller Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX</td>
<td>Receive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Transmit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC</td>
<td>System-on-Chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB</td>
<td>Universal Serial Bus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 The CC2640 Supply Voltage System and Configurations

Figure 1 shows the power supply configurations for the CC2640. The main supply voltage on the CC2640 is called the VDDS. This supply has the highest potential in the system and is typically the only one provided by the user. In normal mode (configurations using the internal DCDC and LDO shown in Figure 1), the main voltage supply typically feeds the internal DCDC and LDO regulator, which outputs the VDDR supply. The two VDDR pins have a lower potential, typically 1.68 V.
In normal mode (using the internal DCDC and/or LDO), the allowed VDDS supply voltage range is from 1.8 V to 3.8 V. For low cost systems requiring little peripherals and that only have one supply voltage (within the CC2640 specifications), using the internal DCDC and LDO on the CC2640 will be an efficient and good solution. The solution has low cost, small size factor, low power consumption and simple design. However, the peripherals must be able to run directly on battery as it is not supported to sink current from the internal DCDC.

Some systems require higher supply voltage ratings than the maximum allowed 3.8 V for the CC2640, for example, Li-ion batteries or USB powered devices. Complex systems can further include more peripherals in addition to the wireless MCU such as different kinds of sensors, motors, and so forth. If running the CC2640 in normal mode with a high battery voltage, these external peripherals might require a different voltage level than the CC2640 and adding an external regulator like the TPS62740 may be a good choice. The external regulator makes sure that the CC2640 and the remaining peripherals always sees a stable supply voltage regardless of battery voltage, ensuring a stable and reliable operation of the full system. The TPS6274x is further best in the market for ultra-low power, it has a small size factor and compact DCDC solution and has tested RF friendliness on RX and TX.

When using the external regulator mode on the CC2640, the main supply voltages VDDS and VDDR are tied together as shown in Figure 1. The allowed supply voltage range in this mode is from 1.7 V to 1.95 V. For more information and details on how to configure the CC2640 for normal or external regulator mode, see the CC26xx Wireless MCU Technical Reference Manual [3] and the CC2640 Datasheet [1].

Note that all TI software examples run with the internal DCDC regulator enabled in software, unless otherwise notified. When configuring the CC2640 for external regulator mode, both of the VDDS_DCDC and DCDC_SW pins must be connected to ground and the internal DCDC must be disabled in software. To disable the internal DCDC, the following changes shown below must be included in the ccfg.c file.

```c
//**************************************************
// Select DC/DC during recharge
//**************************************************
// 0 = Use the DC/DC during recharge in powerdown, 1 = Do not use...
//#define SET_CCFG_MODE_CONF_DCDC_RECHARGE 0x0
#define SET_CCFG_MODE_CONF_DCDC_RECHARGE 0x1

//**************************************************
// Select DC/DC during active mode
//**************************************************
// 0 = Use the DC/DC during active mode, 1 = Do not use...
//#define SET_CCFG_MODE_CONF_DCDC_ACTIVE 0x0
#define SET_CCFG_MODE_CONF_DCDC_ACTIVE 0x1
```

---

**Figure 1. Simplified CC26xx Family Power Supply Configuration**

In normal mode (using the internal DCDC and/or LDO), the allowed VDDS supply voltage range is from 1.8 V to 3.8 V. For low cost systems requiring little peripherals and that only have one supply voltage (within the CC2640 specifications), using the internal DCDC and LDO on the CC2640 will be an efficient and good solution. The solution has low cost, small size factor, low power consumption and simple design. However, the peripherals must be able to run directly on battery as it is not supported to sink current from the internal DCDC.

Some systems require higher supply voltage ratings than the maximum allowed 3.8 V for the CC2640, for example, Li-ion batteries or USB powered devices. Complex systems can further include more peripherals in addition to the wireless MCU such as different kinds of sensors, motors, and so forth. If running the CC2640 in normal mode with a high battery voltage, these external peripherals might require a different voltage level than the CC2640 and adding an external regulator like the TPS62740 may be a good choice. The external regulator makes sure that the CC2640 and the remaining peripherals always sees a stable supply voltage regardless of battery voltage, ensuring a stable and reliable operation of the full system. The TPS6274x is further best in the market for ultra-low power, it has a small size factor and compact DCDC solution and has tested RF friendliness on RX and TX.

When using the external regulator mode on the CC2640, the main supply voltages VDDS and VDDR are tied together as shown in Figure 1. The allowed supply voltage range in this mode is from 1.7 V to 1.95 V. For more information and details on how to configure the CC2640 for normal or external regulator mode, see the CC26xx Wireless MCU Technical Reference Manual [3] and the CC2640 Datasheet [1].

Note that all TI software examples run with the internal DCDC regulator enabled in software, unless otherwise notified. When configuring the CC2640 for external regulator mode, both of the VDDS_DCDC and DCDC_SW pins must be connected to ground and the internal DCDC must be disabled in software. To disable the internal DCDC, the following changes shown below must be included in the ccfg.c file.

```c
//**************************************************
// Select DC/DC during recharge
//**************************************************
// 0 = Use the DC/DC during recharge in powerdown, 1 = Do not use...
//#define SET_CCFG_MODE_CONF_DCDC_RECHARGE 0x0
#define SET_CCFG_MODE_CONF_DCDC_RECHARGE 0x1

//**************************************************
// Select DC/DC during active mode
//**************************************************
// 0 = Use the DC/DC during active mode, 1 = Do not use...
//#define SET_CCFG_MODE_CONF_DCDC_ACTIVE 0x0
#define SET_CCFG_MODE_CONF_DCDC_ACTIVE 0x1
```

---
3 Typical Performance Results

All performance measurements mentioned in this document are performed on the CC2650EM-4XS_EXT_REG_MODE EVMs [4] at room temperature. The level shifters on the EVMs were removed for the current measurements as they affect the current measurements slightly.

3.1 RF Performance

The Bluetooth Smart sensitivity, output power and harmonics were tested for the different Bluetooth Smart channels and seen to be the same when using the TPS62740 with the CC2650EM-4XS_EXT_REG_MODE EVMs [4], and when using the internal DCDC on the CC2640 on the regular CC2650 EVMs. A full set of RF-PHY tests specified in the Bluetooth core specification was further run with the C2650EM-4XS_EXT_REG_MODE EVMs and passed with good margins.

3.2 Power Consumption

The RX, TX and Standby mode power consumption for the CC2640 external regulator mode with the TPS62740 were measured and compared with using the normal mode for the CC2640 and the internal DCDC. The results are shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. The results show that the expected performance is very similar for the two set-ups with external or internal DCDC given the same output VDDR voltage level for the DCDCs. The difference in the standby current for the two configurations is seen to be almost constant and basically represents the quiescent current of the external DCDC.

Note that in the measurements (shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3), the output of the internal DCDC regulator was trimmed to 1.78 V (approximately 1.8 V) to get an accurate comparison with the TPS62740 regulator. Trimming the VDDR voltage in normal mode is not supported for the CC2640 and was done for test purposes only. In normal operation the CC2640 internal DCDC regulator will output 1.68 V (1) for optimum efficiency and thus have slightly lower power consumption. This is seen in the measurements described later in the document.

(1) Even though 1.68 V is outside the VDDR operating voltage for «External Regulator Mode», this is the expected voltage on VDDR when configured for normal mode, in which case the CC2640 controls the VDDR supply voltage by itself.

![Figure 2. Power Consumption in RX](image-url)
3.3 Example Bluetooth Smart Application Power Consumption

A Bluetooth Smart device achieves low average power consumption by keeping radio activity short and allowing the device to reside in low-power modes most of the operating time. For details on how to best set up and measure the power consumption for a Bluetooth Smart application, see Measuring Bluetooth® Smart Power Consumption [5]. Following the set up provided in the latter, the power consumption for the different stages in an advertisement event for different hardware configurations is shown in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7. During the Standby period of the event, the current pulses seen between the advertisements for the set-ups in Figure 5 and Figure 5 are the recharge pulses for the CC2640 internal DCDC and the TPS62740. These pulses are not seen if bypassing the DCDC (Figure 7), but in this case, the average power consumption from the main power is higher.

Note that in the average power consumption measurements presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9, external regulator mode using the TPS62741 (programmed to 1.7 V out) is included in addition to the TPS62470 (programmed to 1.8 V out). This was included for test purposes to get an accurate comparison of power consumption when using an external DCDC and when using the internal CC2640 DCDC operating in normal mode. 1.8 V is the recommended output voltage from an external DCDC when running external regulator mode to have margins to the voltage ratings for this mode.
Figure 5. Power Consumption in Advertisement Mode for the CC2640 Using the Internal DCDC, VDDS 3.0 V, VDDR 1.7 V

Figure 6. Power Consumption in Advertise Mode for the CC2640 Using the External Regulator Mode and the TPS62740, VDD Into the TPS62470 3.0 V, VDDS/VDDR 1.8V
Figure 7. Power Consumption in Advertise Mode for the CC2640 Without DCDC, VDDS/VDDR 1.8V

Figure 8. Average Power Consumption in Bluetooth Smart Advertise Mode (advertise interval 500 ms)

Figure 9. Average Power Consumption in Bluetooth Smart Connection Mode (connection interval 1 s)
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